Available around the world, the Keyn Chair Group is an aesthetically versatile collection of meeting and side chairs that offer responsive movement and immediate comfort in collaborative spaces. The chair does this through an innovative mechanism that allows the one-piece seat-and-back shell chair to fluidly recline up to 10 degrees.

**Designer**
forpeople

**Benefits**
- Enables you to stay comfortable and remain focused as you change positions
- Offers a range of looks through different combinations of bases, shell and frame finishes, arm selections, and a broad choice of upholstery materials
- Perforated pattern adds textural depth, and (in the fully upholstered version) can provide additional visual interest

**Warranty**
12-year, 3-shift

hermanmiller.com/
keyn-chair-group
Key Features

1. **Recline Mechanism**
   The innovative recline mechanism lets people recline up to 10 degrees.

2. **Perforated Pattern**
   The perforated pattern adds aeration and textural depth.

3. **Fully Upholstered Version**
   The fully upholstered version offers additional comfort and creates an opportunity for an optional color accent to show through.

4. **Return-to-Center Swivel Base**
   This option (available on four-star base only) ensures that meeting spaces always look great, even when they aren’t in use.

5. **Five-Star Base with Casters**
   This option is ideal for working at a desk, collaborating with colleagues, or sitting comfortably in a meeting.

6. **Stackable**
   Four-leg chairs can be easily stacked up to four high and stowed when not in use.

Details

**Family**
- Multi-Use/Guest
- Stacking

**Overview**
- Maximum User Weight: 300 lbs/136 kg
- Maximum Stacking Height: 4

**Seat Width**
- Four-Leg Base Chair: 22.9"
- Four-Star Base Chair: 22.9"
- Five-Star Base Chair: 23.5"

**Seat Height**
- Four-Leg Base Chair: 18.5"
- Four-Star Base Chair: 18.9"
- Five-Star Base Chair: 19.25"

**Base Options**
- Four-Leg Base with Glides
- Four-Leg Base with Casters
- Four-Star Base with Glides
- Five-Star Base with Casters

**Arm Options**
- No Arms (Available on Four-Leg Base Only)
- Arms

Statement of Line Overview

Materials

Click here to see our complete materials offering for Keyn.

Sustainability

Click here to see how Keyn meets your environmental goals.

3D Models

View model library.